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Construction nearly completed
By Cynthia Heaton
Staff Writer

The most visually arresting
construction on campus—the
Social and Behavioral Sciences
building, the Student Housing/
Phase II and the new west-campus
parking lot—will be finished this
summer, but what most people
don't realize is that a new
telecommunication infrastructure
project that is upgrading the critical
components of the system on
campus is also underway and slated
for completion in January of 2003.
The Social and Behavioral
Sciences building located at the
west end of the campus includes
faculty offices, an increase in
lecture facilities and additional
teaching laboratories.
Also included in this project is
an expansion of parking.
According to Hamid Azhand,
Associate Director of Capital
Planning, Design and Construction,
this new parking should help to
viate some of the congestion on
side of the campus.
The Student Housing/Phase 11
project, expected to be ready for
residents by September adds an
additional 316 beds in 88 units
bringing the total number of
students living on campus to 974.
Students living in the new
housing can also look forward to
some additional parking spaces,
a new laundry facility and a new
mail center. On tap for the future
are plans for a new game room.
But the real question for students
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"Peoplesoft"
under inves
tigation
By Rody Rodriguez
Staff Writer

'The Student Housing/Phase // project, expected to be ready for residents by September adds anadditional 316 beds"

living on campus is who gets to live
in the new student apartments?
Anyone who is currently assigned
to housing can request space in the
new facilities.
Although incoming freshman do
not qualify to live in the new units,
the addition of these facilities
increases their chance of being able
to secure housing on campus.
Anyone interested in moving to the
new housing should register their
request with the Campus Housing
office.
As the actual completion dates

draw closer, CSUSB in conjunction
with the Capital Planning, Design
& Construction Development
department will plan and schedule
ribbon cutting ceremonies for the
opening of both facilities.
A couple of additional projects
being
wrapped
up
are
construction of the windscreens
for the north-facing entrances at
University Hall, Jack Brown Hall
and the Visual Arts Center which
will allow these entrances to
remain operational even on days
with strong wind conditions and

a project to update the building
signage on campus.
Still on the drawing boards
and moving through the
planning and funding processes
are the new College of
Education project, the annex to
the Natural Sciences building
and additions to the Student
Union Building and a Phase-two
expansion of the Palm Desert
campus which are all part of a
CSUSB master plan that
predicts a fuure enrollment of
25,000 full-time students.

PeopleSoft - the software that
has been implemented to manage
the computer systems at all 23
CSU campuses including CSUSB
- has come under fire this week.
The Joint Legislative Audit
Committe"e (-JLAC) decided to
investigate the expenditure of an
estimated $400 million in the last
seven years by the California State
University on its management
computer
system
called
PeopleSoft and its administration
by the CSU entity Common
Management System'(CMS).
State Senator Richard Alarcon
and State Assemblymen Manny
Diaz requested an audit of the
Common Management System on
the recommendation of the
California Faculty Association
(CPA). They noted in a letter to
JLAC that the CMS project has
been controversial from the start.
"We are concerned because the
dollars used to fund CMS come
from the same base CSU budget
that funds instruction," said CPA
President Susan Meisenhelder.
The portion of the CSU budget
spent on instruction h^s already
fallen below 50 percent which is
unconscionable for a teaching
university. Now, with the state

-^People continued on
pagel3

Model United Nations conquers as India...
By Karla Buchanan
Opinion & Editorial Editor

Cal State Students in the UN Buildin

Once again the Cal State San
Bernardino Model United Nations
(MUN) team proved that they were
among the best and brightest at this
year's conference in New York
City, being awarded the coveted
Outstanding Delegation Award for
the seventh year. The honor is
awarded to only 7 teams out of the
2600 who participate.
"That moment made all of the
hours of research, the sleepless
nights, and the apprehension
worthwhile," said MUN team
member Christina Elwell.
The
competition
draws

universities and colleges from
across the nation to role-play the
real United Nations and their issues.
Each university is given a specific
country to represent, CSUSB
represented India, and they then
must argue the countries positions
on various topics and sit on the
same committees as them.
The delegates compete and
present their ideas in the real United
Nations buildings, representing
their countries in all aspect, from
their views on issues to where they
seat and speak.
The fact that we get to go behind
the scenes where the actual
delegates walk and convene on a
daily basis is overwhelming. This

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

MULTI-CULTURAL

Be a freak,.,with this weeks
featured artist Freak
Daddy

Take back the night with
7he Trade'

feeling is particularly present when
sitting inside the General Assembly
of the United Nations or in the caf6
where they eat. Maybe it is because
we study the UN and have a
personal appreciation for it, but I
don't think anybody could sit in
front of the podium where so many
of history's leaders spoke and not
have a feeling of awe," shared
Russel A. Bigleman, a first time
delegate who enthusiastically
proclaimed he would participate
again.
The team was in New York City
for 5 days, and not only had the

^MUN Continued on
mge

E SCENE
Big Money.., Casino
Night Brings the color
of Money to the scene
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ASI board evaluates their benefits

ecutive staff member: having one's
own phone extension on campus,
personalized business cards, and
getting (o know administrators who
can be of help later on with job re
ferrals and references.
President Luis Portillo added that
because executive staff members
get their base tuitions of $475 paid,
they only have to pay $200 each
quarter. He also says that, his highly
interactive job has given him much
experience in learning to deal with
people. He also likes mastering the
art of presenting proposals to
groups, as well as learning how to
prioritize more efficiently.
Loving to deal with people is an
important part of the job, says

Finance. This added experience has
also been of huge benefit to
Bonillas in his major, which is busi
ness, administration. Bonillas also
says thatjust having ones' name out
on campus and the community is a
benefit in itself. The female in this
year's fabulous four is Sara Tabbut,
Executive Vice-President, basically
runs the everyday operations says
of her projects and position that
"you can get out of it what you put
into it." Most rewarding for her is
seeing her work put into action, she
says. So is working as a team with
her fellow executive members.
Each executive officer added that
the few disadvantages to their jobs
were how much time their
workloads consumed, and the
heaviness of their job responsibili
ties.
Luna, while very positive about
being an active member in ASI, also
regretted spending less time spent
with his friends.
Portillo noted other aggravations:
the red tape, how slowly things take
to happen, and the stress and fhistration of setbacks. Tabbuts' main
complaint was that people watch
her moves because she is in a high
position. She also said she feels she
is often questioned.
Overall, each me-mber stated that
the experience of being in ASI is
much more good than bad, and that
making differences in campus life,
as well as in their own lives, is, a

Ezekiel Bonillas, Vice-President of

very rewarding experience

By Lily Choi
and David Chadwick

The Buzz
Changes to GRE and MCAT
testing formats
If you or anyone you know is
planning on taking the Graduate
Record Examination (GRE) or the
Medical College Admission Exam
(MCAT), you should know that
both testing formats will be
undergoing some changes in the not
so distance future. Knowing more
about the proposed changes can
help you decide whether or not to
schedule a test date prior to these
changes taking place.
The most significant changes
will occur in the GRE. The
Analytical section of the GRE
which, currently consists of 35
multiple choice questions, will be
replaced by the Analytical Writing
Measure, which is comprised of
two essays questions. Revisions to
the MCAT are less significant but
will include changes in both the
number and types of questions in
some of the individual sections and
a change is the order in which test
sections appear. Changes for the
GRE will take effect October 1,
2002 and changes for the MCAT
will be effective April 2003.
According to Albert Chen,
Executive Director of Graduate
Programs at Kaplan Test Prep, the
new changes on the GRE are meant
to provide a more individualized
assessment of the test taker's
analytical skills. The change on the
MCAT of reordering the different
sections should help test takers
settle their nerves a bit before
dealing with the analytical and
reasoning sections of the exam.
While some students might find the
news of the upcoming changes a bit
unnerving, especially those who
have not written an ess^ in awhile,
this heads up about the upcoming
changes gives test takers a chance
to assess their strengths in choosing
the appropriate time to take the
exam.
"Cynthia Heaton

Criminal Justice EXPO
Criminal Justice organizations
from every aspect of law came to
Cal State San Bernardino to entice
and inform student about their
agency. Agencies represented
varied
from
federal
law
enforcement to local probation,
including the Federal Bureau of
Investigations (FBI), Drug
Enforcement Agency (DEA), San
Bernardino County Sheriff's
Department, San Jose Police
Department, and Riverside County
Probation.
The event, the Criminal Justice
Career Expo, was held last
Thursday in the Events Center and
was organized by the Criminal
Justice Society, a newly-created
club on campus.
—Karla Buchanan

Learning that ASI Associated
Students, Incorporated executive
staff members have their own per
sonal offices , one might ask: "stu
dents with their own offices on
campus?" It's true. At CSUSB, ASI
officers do indeed have their own
offices in the Student Union (and
very nice ones too) but they have
them for good reason. The ASI staff
works hard to plan student activi
ties and events that are both inter
esting and entertaining.
With ASI members working hard
for students' extra-curricular enjoy
ment as well as they budget and fund
many programs that happen,and help
fmd-funds for student organizations.
, another question-and one rarely
asked—might be:''do these members
receive any benefits for diligently
working for the student body?'
When the four members of the
ASI executive staff: Luis Portillo,
President; Sara Tabbut, Executive
Vice President; Juan Luna, Vice
President of University affairs and
Last but not least Ezekiel Bonillas,
Vice President of Finance took time
out to talk about the benefits and
disadvantages to being elected to
the ASI Board (listen up, those of
you who are thinking of running for
ASI in the future!), they agreed that
the benefits of most interest to fu
ture nominees were monthly sti
pends of $600 and waivers of base

"Executive staff members get their base tuitions of $475 paid, they only
have to pay $200 each quarter."
-Luis Portillo

$475-tuitions. Nonetheless, three
of the officers did not learn of their
ASI financial benefits and other
perks until they were elected, so
they were not their motive for run
ning. All four officers agreed they
had found that these stipends were
well deserved, because becoming
an executive ASI staff member
takes up a large chunk of time.
Staff members alsoenjoy the op
tion of parking in the faculty and
staff lots, chances to meet fellow
students as well as school admin
istrators they might never other
wise encounter, and, as stated, hav
ing their own personal offices. Juan
Carlos Luna, Vice-President of
University Affairs, mentioned a
few other "perks" to being an ex

Career Center Offers:

Spring on-campus interviews
The career development center h^ made arrangements for employers in
business, industry, and government to conduct professional interviews
during the spring quarter. Interviews begin on April 24, 2002 and run
through June 10.2002. To be eligible to participate in the programs, you
must be a senior (graduating no later than June 2002) graduate student or
alumnus. To participate, please visit the center's web site at http://
career.csusb.edu and click on "interviewtrak" Once there; please follow
the procedures to register. Interviewtrak allows candidates to sign-up
online for all interviews. Please contact the Career Development Center
909 880 5250 for additional information relating to this program. A listing
of participating employers follows.
April
**Dietrich Industries
Franchise Tax Board
Franchise Tax Board
Sherwin Williams Company
Target Distribution jCenter
Target Distribution pbnter
**Ofrice Depot- '
Enterprise Rent-A-Caf
**Pacific Sun Industries, Inc.
Walgreens

Wednesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Thursday
Thursday
Friday
Monday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Tuesday

May
USDA Office of Inspector General
Los Angeles County Dept. of Health Svcs.
Mervyns
Wells Fargo Financial
CA Department of Health Services
Air Force Audit AgencyrFSG
ADT Security Services, Inc.
Enterprise Rent-A-Car
Liberty Mutual Group
Liberty Mutual Group
Automatic Data Processing
EMC Royal Alliance
Sav-On Drug/Osco Drug/Albertson's
**Pre-select Companies

Wednesday
Thursday
Thursday
Thursday
Friday
Tuesday
Thursday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Tuesday

April 24
April 24
April 25
April 25
April 25
April 26
April 29
April 30
April 30
April 30

May I
May 2
May 2
May 2
May 3
May 7
May 9
May 14
May 14
May 15
May 15
May 16
May 21

The Covate
Byte
tfTZ

When CSUSB opened its first Application
fee was $5 as opposed to todays price
of $55
For more mformation and facts like these check
out the Pfau Library

Baskm^?)Robbin$

<»

10% discount off your purchase
at either Togo's or Baskin Robbins with
valid CSUSB student or faculty I.D,
Please present I.D. at the time of order.
Not valid with any other discount, coupon
or promotion.

Togo's/Baskin Robbins
4375 North University Parkway suneitu
San Bernardino, CA 92407

909-473-7494

Next to McI>onald's
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BOOKSTORE FRENZY

Coming soon; ASI elections
By Susie Medina,-

By Audrey Burrows,

Staff Writer

The Scene Editor

g

Just when you thought you had
enough of politics and voting,
student elections are around the
corner. With only a couple of
spaces open. Associated Students,
Incorporated has set some
guidelines and rules for all who are
running. This is to ensure the
highest quality candidate for a
position that governs Cal States
student body.
Students wait patiently to sell back books so that they can buy new ones.
To run for office, one must first
pick up an elections packet at the
Amazon.com
U.B.E
CoyiMre Bookstore
COURSE
ASI office, which la^'s out the rules
New $56.10
New $ 48.89
New $41.50
English
101
and guidelinesTor candidacy for the
Used $ 5.00
Used S 38.98
Used $30.75
AvaUabiUty
2002-03 sch^ year.
2-3 business days
In Stock
In Stock
On the front page is a
delivery
memorandum to ASI candidates
N:$ 91.95
N: $ 70.29
N; $ 83.80
Math
no
from ASI president Luis Portillo.
U: not available
U: $ 56.96
U: $62.85
Avanability
The lettercongratulates the student
2-3 business days
In Stock
In Stock
for showing an interest in running
delivery
and introduces the contents that the
Not Available
N: $ 52.95
N: $ 68.95
History
142
rest of the packet will include.
U:$ 42.40
U:$ 51.60
AvailabQity
Also on this memorandum are
In Stock
In Stock
two important dates, which are
Not Avmlable
N; $ 82.89
N: $ 94.45
Psychology
100
April 12 at 5p.m., which is the
U:$ 66.96
U; $ 70.85
application due date; and April 17Availability
18, the two-day
mandatory
Out otStock
In Stock
candidates workshop. Failure to
Not Available
N: $ 109.97
N: $119-89
Spanish
102
meet these two bold-print
U: $88.98
U: $ 89.90
Availability
deadlines, results in not being
In Stock
In Stock
placed on the ballot and being
According to our findings, the like the Coyote Bookstore because obviously through the web, but forced to run as a write-in
UBE books were less expensive, if it was convenient being on campus, takes anywhere from 2 to 5 working candidate.
Sunday April 28"' is also in bold
you could find the book you were and the books are almost days to get to your house. Our
findings were that the UBE does
because that is the day that
looking for. Freshman Angie guaranteed to be in stock.
candidates may start campaigning.
The Coyote Bookstore also has have better prices if you can find
Rendon tried to buy her books at
the UBE and could not find one out the web page where you can the book, the Coyote Bookstore has Starting before noon of the April 28
ot three textbooks. So she wound purchase your books, or you can pre convenience, and
up back at the Coyote Book Store. purchase them over the phone with a m a z o n . c o m
Nina Allison a student in the a credit card. The UBE is-fl walk doesn't have very
Credentials program, said that she in only policy. Amazon.com is much.

Books get more expensive every ^
SS
quarter it seems, and we wanted to ^
know where the best place to buy ^
the least expensive books would be.
We choose three different locations
to seve this purpose. The campus §
Coyote Bookstore, the Used BookS
Exchange (UBE)and an online book
company, Amazon.com, search
engine textbooks. Below are books
required for basic general education
courses with price findings.

How do you spell 'success'?
By Rachel Gilbert,

Special to the Chronicle
On April 17, 2002 from 3- 5pm at Events
Center C, the CSUSB Career Development
Center will spell success, "F-i-I&S-fIS", as
they co-sponsor a special fashion show
program highlighting proper interview attire.
"F" stands for the fashions of Harris
Gottschalks Department Store modeled by
SCUSB students and staff members. The
"I&S" refers to Victoria Seitz' program on
creating your own Image & Style with your
clothing and accessories. The professional
recruiters of Enterprise Rent-A-Car will be
rounding out the event with the "IS" portion,
offering their list of Top Ten Tips of
Interviewing.
After spending years wearing shorts and
jeans to classes, students often struggle in
making the transition to wearing appropriate
attire for employment interviews and at the
workplace. This event will help students to
visualize what the employers will expect
them to wear and still retain their individual
style. The differences between "professional
attire" and "business casual" will also be
explained.
Dr. Victoria Seitz, professor of marketing
at CSUSB, has written numerous articles and
a book about creating a professional image
through clothing and accessories. Signed
copies of her book, "Your Executive Image,"
will be available for sale at the event. As
part of Dr. Seitz' program about creating a
professional image, a short fashion show will
be presented. Male and female CSUSB

students and staff have volunteered to model
the clothing donated by Harris Gottschalks
Department Store. In addition, attendees of
the event can enter to win a gift certificate
from Harris Gottschalks.
Rounding out the event, the professional
recruiters of Enterprise Rent-A-Car will
share inside tips and tricks about successful
interviewing. Students will learn what
impresses employers and how to handle
difficult interview questions. Students who
plan to interview with Enterprise Rent-A-Car
as part of the On-Campus Interview Program
should definitely plan to attend this event to
gain valuable insight into successful
interviewing.
Finally, seniors, graduate students, and
alumni will be able to sign up for the OnCampus Interview program at the event. The
On-Campus Interview Program begins
exactly one week after the fashion show and
will run throughout Spring Quarter. Students
will be able to interview for a wide variety
of entry-level positions at different
companies and organizations. A major
advantage for students who go through the
OCl program is that the employers
participating in the On-Campus Interview
program are specifically looking for new
graduates and not for candidates with many
years of experience.
For more information about the fashion
show and/or the On-Campus Interview
program, please contact the Career
Development Center at (909) 880- 5250, UH
329 or on the Internet ^t http://
career.csusb.edu.

will be considered a violation in the
ASI Elections Code.
To run for ASI office, students
must be enrolled and earned a
minimum of 9-quarter units for the
elections year. Once elected,
candidates must have complete 18
units before assuming office in July.
For the over-achiever, there is a
maximum allowable number of
units one can take. "Undergraduate
students are allowed to earn a
maximum of 225 quarter units or
125 percent of the units required for
a specific baccalaureate degree."
Also, no one running can be on
either academic or disciplinary
probation.
Even campaigning violations are
covered in this Elections packet,
which states that each candidate
may not spend over $500. All
material used will be audited
"...even donated material counts
against your limit.'* Any candidate
exceeding this maximum amount
of $500 will be Tn violation of code.
After the ground rules in the
packet a form titled "Candidate
Statement of Intent" that must be
filled out by the potential nominee.
In it is a promise to carry out duties
and agree to take this candidacy as
a serious role. With this statement,
one must include a letter of intent
a petition and the candidates own
statement.
On the next page is the form in
which the student enters all general

~ Continued
on page 5

a graduate degree costs too much?

Cal Baptist's
Graduate
Degree
Programs
Master of Business
Administration
Master of Science in
Psydioiogy
Masters Degrees
in Education
Master of Arts
In Engiisfi
Education Credential
Programs
Csl Baptist also offers
mdarirafliats fegree
annriBS in iMre than

Here^ a great
Investment
tH: Cat Baptist.
A graduate degree is
supposed to pay
dividends for a lifetime—
but not all graduate degrees are
created equal. At Cal Baptist/you can
count on personalized
attention from talented faculty
widely recognized graduate program^
and an ethical focus that distinguishes
you from the crowd. So don't think of
your Cal Baptist graduate degree as
money out of pocket. It's more like
money in the bank.

%

CoM^
0 N I V E R S I T

B4 3 2 MaiDilla A'vlim

silj.arslda, Califarai|i|
1.8 0 8.3 43.4248. .X-

The Roving Reporter

If you could change something at Cal
State, what would it be?

Student Spotlight

April 15,2002

By Teresita Sosa.

Stajf Writer
Name: Zack West
iMajor: Environmental Science
^ear: Senior
I would improve on the way the
affio flows into campus when;
etting here in the morning; .it'
ouid be easier if there were other/
ays of getting onto campus. It
es about fifteen minutes to get
imsthe Ralph's shopping center
nto campus. I take an alternate
te through Little Mountain and,
et on campus in about five
inutes.

By Susie Medina,

The Scene Editor

Name: Marie Gomez
Major: Criminal Justice
Year: Senior
"I think that more than one career
expeditions should be held
throughout the year. It gives the
students a better understanding of
what they need to do to in order
to get a job after they graduate. I
think that all major should have
their own carea expo, I just came
from a Criminal Justice expo and
received very helpful information
regarding question that I had about
my futm-e plan within my major."

tajor: Chemistry
^i;iEreshmen
^
^
P would like for there to more
fSietib programs such as football.
fe:fc>6mmate and myself wanted;
play football, although I also:
ink that Title 9 doesn't make
lense. Damn those women. I
^ean that in a good way." .

Name Juandertta Heam
Major: Sociology
Year: Senior
"I think that there should be a
larger variety of food choices on
campus. The school seems to be
growing everyday but yet the
coyote caf6 is small and hard to
get in and out of with only two
lines to serve you. It would be
nice if there were a larger space
that also made it fast and
convenient to getsomethir^ to eat
with out having to, leave the
campus."
^

Her nickname is
Madame Chaos.
What else would we
call someone with a
lifestyle that runs
like Angela Asbell's- an English Honor
student with a 3.0
GPA. Asbell can be
recognized for one of
the many things she
does on campus:
tutoring at the
Writing Center and
in class. If you
visited the Writing
Center at all, you
might have had her
as a tutor or noticed
Angela Asbell has a 3.9 GPA.
her helping another
student.
Or perhaps you've seen her money, usually I just give it to
assisting English professors. Or them though, " says the starving
maybe you've heard her reading artist. Most people don't write a
poejry outside of
book in their
"I wasn't comfortable with
the
Women's
w h o l e
Resource Center.
lifetime, and
my poetry until...someting
Whatever
the
A s b e l l
happened and it made me
hasn't even
case, if you've
actually like my writing."
graduated.
been, involved
with the English
Yet
her
Department, it would be most name is being mentioned amongst
difficult to remain oblivious of her the literari of the community.
work here.
A local literary magazine called
Aside from the work Asbell does Digress is one that Asbell has also
on campus, she^lso writes poetry. been contributing her time to.
She works at it and improves it, The magazine is ran by former
and in her free time— she writes Cal State student and close friend
more poetry. As an English of Asbell Annie Knight. The
student she hopes to one day magazine reviews books, music,
become a writer and have her work movies and poems. There are
published. As of now she has self- articles as well as works from
published some of her poetry in those who write short stories or
books and distributes them to poetry. Angela Asbell writes
bookstores and other poet friends. articles and poetry for the
"I only try to sell my stuff to magazine frequently.
bookstores when I really need the
Asbell has been writing poetry

PAYMENTS FOR :
A N ENTIRE Y E A R "

Don't Pay ,10-.25c Each For Just^
HigK Speed Copying
Color Copies
I^ax Service
Forms ( Ncr )
Questioner / Surveys
Binding
Laminating
SKrink ^X^apping
Irans pare n cies
Copy Plus is open six days a week
and

offer volume breaks.

On tho comer of University & Kendall, behind El Polio Loco
009) 887-8500

since she was about 8 years old.
Poetry back then consisted of
rhyming and rhythm but has
changed since she got older. "I
wasn't comfortable with my
poetry until about my second year
of college, when something
changed. I had always applied
what I knew and learned about
writing and incorporated it into my
work but something happened and
it was different that made me
actually like my writing,"
Whatever the change was ho^only satisfied Asbell herself but
the audience she reads to on a
regular basis. Local coffeeshops
and Cal State are where she has
performed her open-mike poetry.
Prevalent themes are womens
issues, love complications and of
course chaos.
Asbell will be graduating this
June and will be attending
graduate school here at Cal State.
She wants to become a
professional writer and teacher.
The only problem lying up ahead
will be what her students call her- Madame Asbell or Madame
Chaos.

AND A $500 REBATE*
:

PUTTING OFF CAR PAYMENTS
AN rIMPORTANT LIFE LESSON.

.
you^t.xufrently! a ooliegs'senior-or a graduate ^tudantf or have graduated withiii fha Jaet
; ^.^'sable tothive off with ^.new 2Q02 Mitsubishi and a;$600 rebate. Wa odi it the "Mitsubishi Ed.uciafipiiL^^.
:: '.You^n mU it Heaven. Mora fliari just acoltege grad progr^ itgiveB you'lha chant^ for'easy qualifyihgtah^
V- ^ratea Drive oH in any,n©w20Q2 Milsubishi, including the all-new Lancer, with Odovy^O interest and p;p_ayiperi^c
Mo|ouctp(^^^|spbiahi^l?BtaiiertQday.-Jf^
by
'Mtsl b( t(Ajc]I^ aINi AeixBt Mnon.«3 ui(|i Iiaigt QMimitr wrid a t

bnI Malw

12i naiAs
maitls fiMi
aoi Si. ul^ a
fiMi ononaoe&id
t wdtni
' I htcil tg jtsImIi M tin wt yw.M
n 3&Od9rL>iof»
aaKMirs^oiilMfHi4Mlll^odntfr8dliMan.J((tatiM»20Cllri70S2inod£«li Inhto ^3Icjptaeiiriidra^L&t
nt umniflai aa sidib.ictsd MitirMteRmlii
<elca.;MaQiyawli^»»4mii4lnMada{MbNhli9diiys^4Bi«g^Ktliywd.lrlWnL]M<wud^»»nMdto330i^

tw^rwBa.OaXii Beafatgw»lB|i»iWion,lii[.
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CASINO NIGHT WINS BIG

TRANSITIONS

By Bethany Anderson,

Column for the graduating senior

Assist Multi-Cultural Editor

Special to the Chronicle

Gambling in motion at Casino Night.

"I didn't win
anyting (prizes)
but had a lot of
fun anyway."
Many of the
dealers
who
worked the tables
Tuesday night
dressed up in long
sleeved white
An aeriel view of the players in Serrano Village.
shirts with black
Blackjack, Roulette, Craps, and ties to give the event a professional
Wheel of Fortune to name a few.
all out appearance. Tables stretched
Grand prizes for the event were out with food, drinks, and music
Mighty Ducks, Angles Baseball, blasting from the Event Center,
and Movie Tickets for the winners. while students crowded the game
Student Filomeno Batayola said. tables set the environment for a truly

- Continued from page 3
information.Then
come
campaign expense forms, on '
which all materials must be
itemized with their costs, and a
l^endiT of events. This calendar
will wo-kas each candidate's own
personal schedule up until May
17.
The last 17 pages are petition
forms that need to have 300
signatures
for
President,
Executive Vice President, Vice
President of Finance, and Vice

trouble." So to grease the rough

By Jorgie Salazar,

This past Tuesday night, the
Serrano Village Association (SVA)
held Casino Night in the Student
Union Event Center. With over one
hundred students in attendance, the
free event was a success and allowed
students the chance to let loose and
have fun on campus.
Students who attended the event
received one hundred dollars of play
money in exchange for gambling
chips to play games such as

President of University of Affairsall positions of the Executive
Board; and 150 signatures for
Board of Directors.
The Chronicle picked up an
Elections packet April 4"" and had
been the
person to claim one.
This means up until last week
there have been about 37 students
with an interest in running.
The next few weeks will
determine who will last through
the race that will govern the
students at Cal State in 2003.

an enjoyed event.
Each student who attended the event
received $100 off of their first months
rent if they decided to live on campus
next fall. With Cal State's reputation
as a commuter school it is important
that students feel a sense of
community with dorm residents here
on campus. Co-Resident Director
Ellen Whitehead said,"the goal of the
event was that students feel welcomed
and interested with the rewards that
living on campus can bring,in addition
to bringing in commuter students who
feel that there is not enough going on
the Cal State campus".
If you attended the event you
were certain to see SVA's and
Whitehead's goals achieved.

Well, I had finally done it. I
graduateikTrom college-, it's no
big deal really, especially when
you have an older sister who has
already earned her Masters De
gree. Yes, it is an accomplish
ment unto itself and everyone's
college experience is different.
But I felt obligated to contribute
back to college that gave me my
Cal State education. Ultimately
there is something thats univer
sally the same for everyone:
post-graduation and the question
of, "Now What?"
I decided to write a column to
try to make sense of this, with a
specific audience in mind, I'm
targeting those who are about to
graduate or those who have re
cently completed all their units.
"Man. You're in for some

GARBAbh iN THh
GUTTER SPOILS MORE
N THE STREET.

Staff Writer
Three CSUSB students each won
up to $250 worth of books this
spring in the Coyote Book Store's
on-line contest. Jenny Mark
$250.00, Rebecca Marsh 169.83
Gleen Moore $134.09, Kelly and
John Block $151.45, Charity Ann
Gelacio $78.00, Jill Walker $20.80
were the winners.
Tina Godwin, the director of the
bookstore, initiated the drawing to
encourage students to order their

books on-line. The bookstore
selects at least three winners each
quarter. If a winner uses le^s than
the $250, then the leftover funds go
towards more winners, until the
total amount of the award money
is used.
To qualify for the contest students
must purchase the books from the
Coyote Bookstore's on-line site,
www.coyotebooks.com. The
bookstore initiated its first on-line
drawing in Fall 2001. The College
Book Company funds the $750
drawing.

Legal
Questions?

If SO, the College
Legal Clinic Invites
you
to Attorney Night.
^Consult with a practicing attorney
^Receive an attorney referral
^Choose from 10 attorneys
•Faculty and staff pay minimal fee
•Located in SU-144A
For more information, call (909) 880-5936
or email us at asiclc(gcsusb.eciu.

Uhow,

you

Coyote Bookstore winners
By Audrey Burrows,

and rigid transition from the
classroom to the workplace, I
hope to shed a little light on the
unexpected hurdles that challenge
even the most experienced of
battle torn college five-year vet
erans.
College merely scratches the
surface of what is really out there.
Just wait and see; attending
classes, Thai noodles, procrasti
nating on papers, that guy or girl
you're still working up the cour
age to ask out, dollar drink nights
and dating shows on television is
a warm bubble for the average
college kid. Until the day that the
jubilation of commencement and
all of your other accomplishments
wear off, and you are left scratch
ing your head trying to plan your
next step:„
I do not mean to sound so fatal
istic; there is a brighter side. I plan
to address them and other press
ing matters unique to the animal
that is the college graduate. Be
cause now you have a completely
new set of problems to deal with,
from resumes to roommates, I've
got some insights. So, enjoy
senioritis and all of its wonderful
side effects and look for the next
installment of Transitions.'
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Cultural perspectives:
Looking in on America
By Yazmin Alvarez

Stajf Writer
Awad Abed Awad proudly
represents his cultural background.
Born and raised in Michigan, he
learned to live the "American" way
of life; however, he never let go of
his family heritage. Awad is Arab.
His family is from the West Bank
in Palestine. He is proud. He is
thankful to have a part of both
cultures.
The Arab culture is strong in
its belief of honor and tradition.
Awad
holds
these
two
characteristics close to his heart and
they strongly impact his life. He
maintains the two through his
representation of being part of the
Arab culture. He also values a
strong and central family system.
This sense of family is typical and
representative of the Arab culture.
The name "Awad" has ancient
roots. It is thousands of years old
and means "to return." This name
has been passed on in Awad's
family for about 5 or 6 generations.
By passing on the father's name, it
shows a way of prestige to the
family through the means of honor
and traditions.
Having grown up in the United

States, he faced discrimination due
to his racial background.
Nonetheless, Awad learned to
manage the problem. He became
familiar with the lifestyle of having
both American and Arab culture
into his everyday life. Awad is seen
by his family and peers as how to
be "American" for Arabs.
However, Awad feels stuck within
the situation.
He cannot seem to find the
middle ground within this cultural
clash, but he has yet to give up. "I
consider myself to be in the best of
both worlds," he states. Awad has
lived in California since 1990. He
finished his schooling out here and
has attained a considerable amount
of accomplishments for a 25 year
old. He has completed his
Bachelors degree in liberal studies
and is currently working on his
Masters in National Securities
Intelligence Studies. He has also
been a part of two Model United
Nation and Model Arab teams.
Awad is also fluent in 3 languages,
and will be going to Egypt to take
an Arabic class to work on his
grammar. A professor once told
him, "Education is like a mountain,
the more you go up, the wider range
you see." Awad has personally

proven this to be
true.
On campus,
Awad is well
known and very
active. Many
come to him for
leadership
because of what
he
has
accomplished.
He seems to be
the
one
to
represent both
Arab
and
Muslims here at
Cal
State.
However, he
Awad Awad is figuring out how to balance his
feels as though
Palestinian heritage in America
people assume
too much from him. "When you're have to keep an open mind." Awad
labeled like this, people who don't represents himself
know you put you on a pedestal. As being just that, as open minded
They question your perspective.
as possible. He stated that if he had
You have to keep your image to show what he represents, he
and it's frustrating." Awad has also would place himself between an
found it frustrating in finding a international flag and the globe.
correlation between his two Awad would unquestionably fulfill
cultures. He struggles because he the position of being in-between.
has seen the world to be biased. But He has earned an honorable status
he refuses to be the same way." To of being a member of both the
me everyone is human, no one is . American and Arab culture,, while
different. Life is more than just staying devoted to his true roots and
being that. It's not just narrow. I values, and keeping a humble mind.
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Pot
Upcoming Events
April 17, 2002
What; "The Nest of the Wise"
Where: Adult Re-entry Center
Time: I2noon-lpm, 6pm-7pm
Presented by the Adult Re-entry
Center
April 22nd & 24th, 2002
What: Study Skills Workshop
Where: Student Union Board
Room
Time; 12noon-lpm
Presented by the Adult Re-entry
Center

April 25,2002
What: Graduate School Panel
Where: Event Center "C"
Time: 5pm-8pm
Presented by the Cross Cultural
Center

April 25-27, 2002
What: R.A.D. Women's Selfdefense meeting
Where: Yasuda Center
Time: April 25 & 26 @ 5:30pm9:30pm
April 27 @ 9:20am-2pm
Presented-by the Adult Re-entry
—
Center

Cal State community
making a stand for peace
even joined in. Azucena Del Llano, Vice
President
of the organization, attended the
Staff Writer
event in order to take a more active stand.
Standing for peace. That was what
"All we have here is a banner with
members of the Newman Catholic words, but the significance makes people
Ministry practiced on Wednesday look for a moment. That will probably be
afternoon.
^ —
more than they
This event
•
•HihMI will ever do
was provoked
during this year.
by the recent
This here is just
.escalating
one way of
violence and
demonstrating.
wars around the
Anyone can do.
world. "
e it."
I'm here to
The stand
reflect
upon
^ for peace was an
what
peace
"I hour-long event.
means," stated
^ It was organized
Armida Luna, a
2 by Gloria Fetta,
Cal
State
^ Club Director of
Alumni. "Peace
the Newman
must be taken
C a t h o l i c
in
Ministry,
i
n
t
o
order to raise the
consideration,"
, consciousness
she says.
The event
of the Cal Stare
community. She
was small but
sent
not unheard.
out
a
There were not
campus e-mail
Participants hope peace will transcend any language
a
n
y
to advise the
refreshments.
public of the
There was not any food. They weren't event and to invite whomever was interested.
trying to get any attention. There purpose
Although the turnout of participants
was to stand together for peace. They were wasn't large, the effectiveness of the stand
there to represent it, and they made their did create an impression on students and
point. Many students walked by and those involved were able to raise the
witnessed the purpose of the event, some awareness of peace.
By Yazmin Alvarez

If you're ambitious, enjoy learning and have
3 team-oriented attitude. FedEx Ground
has jobs packed with everything you need to
boost your strength both personally and
professionally! With tuition reimbursement and
loan programs, flexible shifts, and a location dose to
many colleges, a job at FedEx Ground can help
build your career!

Package Handlers
Like a physical challenge? To manually loadyoff-load packages
from trailers, you'll bring superior physical stamina and range of
movement, plus the ability to lift up to 75 lbs., work in a variety of
weather conditions and read labels, charts and numbers.
Part-time, year-round positions.
We offer $9-$9.50/hr. (depending on shift), weekly
paychecks/employee recognition and more.
To apply, call Rialto Hub Job Hotline at
909-879-7112. or visit www.fedex.com
and click '^Careers."
EOE

Ground

Cal State sends rep
resentatives to New
Orleans Conference
By Luis A. Martinez

Special to the Chronicle

Tiffany Sirignano read poetry and sang songs in support of feminine strength at Take Back the Night

A night of empowerment
By Jake Zylman

Multi-Cultural Editor
The strength of women was
undeniable on Thursday night at
Cal Sttae Bernardino. Through
live performances and art, the
unity and power of women was the
dominant theme of Take Back the
Night, an event organized by the
Women's Resource Center in the
courtyard.
Originating in the YCs, the
event is focused on bringing atten
tion to the sexual assault of women
in hopes that knowledge of the
situation will lead to better preven
tion.
Although some factual num
bers of rape and other violent inci
dents were given by the host
Alaska, who also doubled as the art
curator for the show, the focus of
the event was the celebration of the
• strength of women. Song, voice,
and art were the media in which
they were expressed.
Tiffany Sirignano, a poet/mu
sician, began the performances with
the reading of her poem "Wallpa
per," while Michael Jackson's
"Little Susie" played in the back
ground. The poem described the
treatment of women in particular
situations that they are silenced and
ignored. Sirignano stated that it
took her at least 50 attempts to cor
rectly time the speed of her read
ing with the track.
"A lot of women keep silent
about the instances that happen to
them and communication is the
most important weapon that we
have to defend ourselves,"
Sirignano said. "I really wish that
more campuses held this kind of
event so that women would be able
to find more comfort in each other."
Later in the night she per
formed again, this time a three-song
set with nothing but her acoustic
guitar.
Hoping to become a recording
artist, she recently started to per
form live, typically at open mic

nights and coffee shops.
Bernardino Sexual Assault Services
Following Sirignano, the were in attendance passing out in
acoustic rock duet of The Trade formation to anyone who wanted it.
took the stage. The Trade, com
San Bernardino Sexual Assault
prised of Teresa Raef and Darcie Services also put up their Wall of
Rickart who both play guitar, sang Survivors that people could sign in
a five-song set that ended with support of sexual assault victims.
"Femi-Nazi." The song, written in
The art present at the event was
ten minutes on a hot summer day produced by women in the River
as the band tells it, describes the side area and gathered by Alaska.
domination of one woman over Women were given one njonth's
another in a relationship. You can notice to produce works that re
check out The Trade and their de flected women's endurance and
but album at their website the political might.
tradegirls.com.
Breaking
from tradition,
this year's event
was the first time H of Strength
lettiAsiul
recent
in
memory
that
Take Back the
Night didn't in
clude a march.
Becky Miceli,
the event coordi
nator from the
WRC, said the
Center decided
to drop the march
and replace it
with something
Susan Broussard signs the Wall of Strength in support
more vibrant in
offemale victims of sexual assault
order to increase
the attendance.
"Last year we had a really low
"Art is the empowerment of
turnout and the attendance this year women. The act of expressing
and the involvement has been yourself is empowering and very
great," Miceli said. "This is one of inspiring to people," Alaska said in
our big events and everyone in the an interview after the show.
center has pulled together to make
Alaska, orginally only booked
the event really good."
as the curator, was asked to host
Although planning for the the event about five minutes before
event began last August when it began.
WRC coordinator Janet Hahn first
"I showed up and they asked
took control, planning for the event me,andljustsaid'sure.' I'mpretty
didn't conclude until recently.
comfortable in front of a micro-'
"We didn't have everything set phone with the line of work I'm in."
in stone, including exactly who was
For the last year. Alaska has
performing until 48 hours before worked as a curator for coffee shops
the event began," Miceli said, with in southern California and that
a grin of pride at the knowledge that connection afforded her the
everything was pulled off well.
oppurtunity to connect with the
Representatives from RAD, female artists recruited for the
rape aggression defense and the San event

SanBeg

Services,.

On Tuesday April 2"'', 2002
members of the College of
Education (COB) attended a
launching party for the Journal of
Latinos and Education in New
Orleans. ^ •
Thefe, was a mixture of
professors and students that
attended the 83"* annual meeting of
the American Educational Research
Association held in New Orleans,
Louisiana.
COE members that attended
were Enrique Murillo Jr., Susana
Flores, Cathie Stevenson, Nena
Torrez, Jose Salvador Hernandez,
Juan M. Gutierrez, Cris Silva, Luis
Martinez, and Dean Pat Arlin,
whom were all part of a 20,000-plus
attendance at the conference.
Professors, graduate students,
researchers and dignitaries were
also in attendance as was the U.S.
Secretary of Education Rod Paige,
who attended Susana Flores'
presentation. Flores is a professor
at Cal State Fullerton and associate
editor of JLE.
The Journal of Latinos and

Education intentions are to have a
forum for scholars and writers to
analyze, critique, discuss and
disseminate ideas affecting
educational issues.
Editor Enrique Murillo stated,
"We found there was a vacuum to
be filled. We concluded that many
scholars who deal with educational
issues affecting Latinos were being
published sporadically, appearing
, singly, apart or in isolated instances
in highly specialized journals, or
were simply absent."
Wednesday evening, the JLE
hosted it's national launching party
at the Sheraton, which was cohosted -wlththe Hispanic Research
Issues Special Interest Group in
which professor Juan M. Gutierrez
is the incoming chair.
The reception was well
attended with close to 500 in
attendance. The launching was a
success and everybody was talking
about it.
The event was a great
experience for students to exchange
ideas on a national platform.
Representatives from top schools
from around the country were in
attendance.
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(Esotericj and Trea^daddy (Roc^ Live music on campus
tfie downtown o6acco Lounge GRK Project plays
By Jason Kauffin
Staff Writer

By Shareena C. Clark
A&E Editor
Downtown Riverside, March
27,9:40 p.m. I decided to check out
two local bands Freakdaddy, and
Esoteric 7 at the Tobacco
Lounge in lovely Downtown
Riverside.
Which, might I add, is one
of the few places left in
California where one might
enjoy a nice Cuban or Camel
indoors, away from the harsh
elements of the small city.
Wednesdays just happen
to be college nights, which
means that you only need to be
18 to get in and enjoy a little
music. The cover was $5, but I
found a way past that (thank
God). It ain't easy being a
broke student in constant need
of entertainment. That night, The
Tobacco Lounge was a virtual
cornucopia of culture. I could
already tell by the amount of people
present that the show was going to
be off the hinges.
While Freakdaddy set up their
gear, diere was aDJ spinning with
all his might. The crowd including
myself seemed to be really into it.
Not only was the DJ keeping things
interesting inside, he was also
l^inging. in folks
outsuie.
After the bands gear was all setup,
they started to warm up to whatever

the DJ was playing, and that was
fine with the crowd. There was a
short introduction of band members
and then the show began.
Freakdaddy opened up strong
with "Get Up Stand Up," and that

Esoteric meaning "understood by
a chosen few " and 7 meaning that

there is 1-2-3-4-5-6-7 of (|iem.
These cats have so much style that
I have to use a phrase from the
eighties just to do them justice.
They were "All the way
live!" They were straight
up Hip-Hop/Rock. They
are the result of what RUN
DMC and Aerosmith did
all those years ago.
The two front men had a
type of question answer
rhyming style to their
songs, and their flow was,
well, fluid (if you will).
The band was consistent
with a nice smooth steady
groove that was smooth
enough to flow over, yet
Pholo courtesy of Freakdaddy.com not so cheesy where I
could put it on a cell phone.
is exactly what everyone did. They It was too bad that the bass amp was
successfully blended Reggae with on crack-and decided not to
Punk Rock, and proved their bad function correctly. The show was
assed-ness by getting everybody's cut short a couple of songs, but they
head bobbing and hands clapping. will be playing at the Orange
These boys put on a great live show. Blossom Festival on April 20 (yes
Incase anyone was wondering that's 4-20) on the 99. IKGGI stage.
where the Sublime vibe went, it is
All together this was a rad little
right here-- in the bowels of show. It was a small place so
Freakdaddy, Most bands hate to be everyone fit in snugly. The show
compared to one another simply rocked, the people were cool, and
because they want to maintain their the b^nds are deHnitely the base
walk&. ^ote^ns in our elaborate double
like a duck...
helix of musical culture in the
Next onstage was Esoteric7. Inland Empire. Keep it up Boys!

Coyote movie ticket
'American Beauty'.
Marcos: This movie poses many
questions: Was it a good film? Yes.
staff writers
Did it have great dialogue? Yes.
The "Snootch" grading system: Was the strong sexuality necessary?
One star = Snootch
I don't Know. I don't feel like it
Two stars = Snootchie
added much to the film other than
Three stars = Snootchie Bootchies just simply just shocking the
Four stars = Snootch to the audience. Would the film still have
Motherf@#$inNootcli!!,
been good without it? Yes.
Ivan: I wish that 'Requiem for a
Dream' would've been the first
NC-17 movie I've seen, but 'Y
Tu Mama Tambie' fills Its shoes
properly. As-the boys go on their
trip, a narrator cuts in and gives
the audience details that it
couldn't know without, him and
gives the tripi^a ^epef*meaning,
other than "bang the cousin's
wife."
Marcos: I Don't know if I've
Photos Courtesy of Movies.com
seen a movie as real as this one. The
Y TU MAMA TAMBIEN (AND dialogue was identical to a typical
YOUR MOMMA TOO)
male young adult from Mexico
Two friends take a road trip with a City. Speaking of the reality, maybe
cousin's wife in a sexually charged
that was the purpose of the extreme
coming-of-age
sexual content. I don't recommend
Story.
watching this film side by side with
Ivan: This is the difference between your parents because I guarantee
"American Pie" made in the US,
that after the first scene of the
and 'American Pie' made in film you and your parents will be
Mexico (we'll call it, Mexican Pie). extremely uncomfortable.
'American Pie' meets the level of
Ivan: In short, this is the antithe mid-puberty 13 year-old, while Freddie Prinze Jr. teen movie and
"Mexican Pie" strives to be thanks God for that!
something more. 'Y Tu Mama
Ivan votes: Snootch to the
Tambie' has the comedy you'd
Motherf@#$in Nootchl!
expect to find in 'American Pie' and Marcos votes: Snootchie
the drama you'd expect to find in
Bootchies and a half.
By Ivan Fernandez and
Marcos Landin

GUESS
THE
QUOTES!!
"Apparently we're not getting any
e-mails. Let us remind you: it does
not cost money to send e-mail. So
in a desperate attempt for attention,
and for your attempt at fifteen
minutes of fame, we'll be posting
movie quotes every week. If you
would like to show off your movie
skills, e-mail us with the answer as
to what movie the quotes are from
and you will find yourself in the
newspaper. There will be two levels
for each quote: Novice and
Advanced. You may answer one or
both. Last week's winner was
EnTuCama@****.com. Don't
forget your name next time buddy.
Special thanks to all who wrote in.
The answers were "Star Wars: A
New Hope" and "Reservoir Dogs."
Winner of the advanced question
will receive a free movie! The
unreleased, hard-to-find, cultclassic 'Fantastic Four'.
Novice: "All we want is in that
room."
Advanced: "I'll swallow your
soul, I'll swallow your soul."

A sc^nefrom Y Tu Mama Tambien

for and audience
outside of the event
centers. They are
one of the many
bands that were
picked for noon
time entertain
ment.

"If the band played
at a later time in
front of the villiage
square, I bet a lot
more
students
would show up at
the shows."
-Seth Alvarado
Being lost and alone can be a
very uncomfortable feeling. For
Bill who has just transferred from
a small town out of state, going to
a big school like Cal State San
Bernardino can be a little
overwhelming.
His first week consisted of
moving back and fourth from
department to department, talking
to voice mails, and chasing down
Teachers and administrators who
seem to just disappear.
With all of this on his plate, it is
good to see that Bill can get
acquainted with fellow students
while Listening to a live band in
the Student Union Courtyard.
For sometime now, the student
Union has been providing a
lunchtime live show from 12:00 to
1:00pm, every two weeks. The
bands range between all different
types of music.
This spring opening show was
the GRK Project, which
entertained their audience with
live jazz hits, complete with
vocals, keyboard, guitars and
drums. "It's a good opportunity for
the bands as well as theAudience."
Said Veronica Miranda a 2lyr old
English Major from Moreno
Valley she adds, "This campus

oppertunityfor the
bands as well as
the audience, the
campus needs
more noise,"
- V e r o n i c a

Photos by Jason Kauffin

needs more noise."
"Its great to hear live music no
matter what it is" said Rian Raya
a 23yr old Sociology major from
Riverside. So far the band have
been a hit students like the variety
of music offerd, wich have ranged
from Alternative,- Jazz, R&B and
even Political Rock.
Zach Freeman a 22yr old
Geology Major, believes that the
only big problem is getting the
word out he said, " There should
be more advertisements, I found
out about the show because I just
happened to be eating lunch in the
area when they started to play."
Seth Alvarado a 21 yr old
Computer Science major agrees
he believes that a change, in
location may attract more of a
crowd. He said " If the band
played at a later time and in front
of the village square I bet that a
lot more students would show up
to the shows."
Next show will be an
Alternative Band playing at
1:00pm, so weather by word'of
mouth or just passing the student
Union drop by and support the
local band. Who knows you just
might meet or learn something
new.

What do you have to say
ahout the music on campus?
If you have an idea, e-mail
us at: sbchron@csush.edu
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4/13/02 4:30:00 PM-7:30PM
MUSEUM STUDIES:

Loc: VA-103
A private preview of the exhibiti#!
for Friends of the Robert V.
Fullerton Art Museum and
Distinguished Donors will be
offered at 4pm; followed by a
dedication and naming of the
"Nancy and George Ellis Gallery".
Also, a New York artist,
Marilla Palmer, will be presenting
her delicate pastel mobiles and
other
almost
ephemeral
compositions in the "Nancy and
George Ellis Gallery" from April
13-May26.. Information; Phone
909
880-7373
e-mail:

C7
O
I*"
€1^

artmuseum @csusb.edu
4/16/02 8:00:00 PM-10:00PM
Latin Dance Lessons w/ tbe
Lambdas, sponsored by Lambda
Theta m^FREEWMuA-lSSB
(Events Or).
'.'./Ik
i,-'
4/17/02 12:00:00 PM-1:00PM
Noontime Bands Hard rock band.
Well Spent performs in Courtyard.
Sponsored by StudentUnion
Program Board.

will be there to give top ten tips on
how to interview.
4/17/02 7^0:00 PM-10:00PM
ASl Movie Night Watch"Ocea^
Eleverf* in the SUA-l38BC{Event$
Or).

4/18/02 6:00:00 PM -10:00PM
ASI Movie Night. Wateh "Harry
Potter" and enjoy free pizza and

4/17/02 3:00:00 PM Interviewing
Fashion Show. Fashion show
displaying how to dress for
interviews. Enterprise Rent-A-Car

Medeski, Martin and Wood ....
Particle
Rancid / NOFX
Big Bad Voodoo Daddy
Wayne Shorter
Pancho Sanchez
Prince
Robert Cray
Cracker
Hank Williams III
Les ClaypooPs Frog Brijade .
Slayer
Alanis Morrisette
Sevendust. . . . . . . .
.>.i....

1689 W. Kendall
Dr. #K1
San Bernardino,
CA 92407
(909) 887-7644

'k- ivS'

SlJA-l38BCiEwntsOr).

Come to the Cinco de Mayo
festival sponsored by the Cross
CulturalCenter!5U-COUR7TARD
9:0i:p0 AM-3:00PM
missioj^p
&
Student
Stectu^ne^ Family Day.

le
Iveiif'Sia^e tok ^
4/29/02 12:0p:00PM-l;00PM
Noontime Bands. Come and see
the urban rock band, Matthew
Fisher BandinSU^COURTTARD.

5/6/0I 112:00:00 PM-1:00PM
Noontime Bands. Entertainment
provided by. Crash Poets of
Modern Rock genre. SU-

COVRTYARD
4/25/02 9:00:00 AM - 2:00PM All
University Spring Picnic
4/27/02 9:00:00 AM- 3:00PM
Environmental Expo in HP-GOl
(Arena) This annual event draws

5/1/02 6:00:00 PM-10:00PM ASI
Movie Night. Watch "Black
Hawk Down" and enjoy free pizza
and soda, SUA-138BC (Events Or).
5/2/02 12:00:00 PM -2:00PM

5/8/02 9:00:00 AM-10:00AM
President Karnig's Open Forum.

CO-125 (Pine Room)

House of Blues Anaheim
April 17, 2001
Knitting Factory
April 18, 2002
The Grove of Anaheim
April 18, 2002
House of Blues Anaheim
April 19, "2002
Bovard Auditorium
April 19, 2002
San Bernardino Valley College
April 19, 2002
Kodak Theatre ................. April 19 & 20, 2002
Galaxy Theatre
• April 20, 2002
House of Blues Anaheim
April 25, 2002
Galaxy Theatre
April 26, 2002
House of Blues Anaheim
April 27. 2002
The Grove of Anaheim.. ^
. . May 1 & 2 2002
Universal Amphitheatre,
May 5, 2002
Gotham
May 16, 2002

SANDRA BULLOCK

Open Mon. - Sat.
11:00 A.M. - 9:00 P.M.

mmmrn.

over 100 exhibitors and nearly
10,000 people each year as
entertainment and programming
focuses on the preservation

Closed Sunday

FINE THAI CHINESE FOOO

iiil

NO M.S.G. ADDED
Daily Special - ll:DO A.M. - 2:00 P.M.
For $3.89
Menu is avaiiable all day.

, the
corporate ladder
a piece of
will

MURDFR
^ 8Y
NUMBERS
9

In the course of facing challenges like this, you'lj learn how.
think on your feet. Stay cool under pressure. Take charge.
\ jm to. an Army ROTC rep. You'll find there's nothing like a
iittle-cllmbing to help prepare you for/getting to the top.

ARMY ROTC

ariy otBer college course you can take;
APPLY NOW FOR PAID SUMMER LEADERSHIP |
TRAINING AND ARMY OFFICER OPPORTUNITIES >
Call 909-621-8102 for info on Full Tuition Paid Scholarships!

LETTHE MIND GAMES BEGIN.

CASTLE ROCK ENTERlMNMEMTnonfa ASCnEftiNOFFMANPRODOCTiON AEARBETSCHROEDERFUi
SANDRA BilllOCK WOER BY NUMBERS" RYANCOSUNO MLPITl AGNES BRUCKNER CHRIS PENN R.D.CALLueBQ<CHAPUH
"^HOWARD FEUER, C.SA."If CUNT HANSEL ^BSFRANK CAPRA III ""H LEE PERCY, A.C.I.STUART WURTZE «LIICIAH0
A.I.C, I
«SANDRA BULLOCK «s JEFFREY STOTT'"^RICHARD CRYSTAL "^BARBETSCIfflOHIERiuaSUSAH HOFFMAN
•EitnicTBB .c::;'
"^TONY CAYTCH "^^IBARBET SCHROEDER
pp^
MCI ir Msniu unnraiiial
inr«.u»tl«-n3ca.c«m
wim;«.an tiiiwio
^AS.TCi ROC|^
A7i01uO6iri»R^i<rsUtfd»tt)tlt<rborv
VioiMCt. Unajsge. A Sei Scene
AailBtitl OnigUte

OPENS EA/ERYWHERE APRIL 19
A

FAN MORE INFORMATION ABOUT THIS MOVIE
• www.niUfOfer6V(ium6ersmoviS.cbfri flmenca Online Keyword: Murder by Numbere Moviefone.com

DViBlllOJ
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3ipril
monday. 15

"Latin Dance Lessons w/the
Lambadas"
event center B
8p.m. - 10p.m.
sponsored by:
Lambda Theta Phi

"Studies in the Bible"
board room
5p.m. - 6p.m.
sponsored by:
Studies in the Bible

Wednesday, 17
Noon Time Bands
"Welt Spent"- hard rock
courtyard
12noon - ip.m.
sponsored by:
Student Union Program Board

Metro City CC Leadership Class
event center C
6:30p.m. - 9:30p.m.

tuesday, 16
ASI Finance Board Meeting
Student Union board room
10a.m. - 12noon

"Understanding & Applying
Christian Methods"
Student Union university room
12:05p.m. - I2:45p.m.
^onsored by:
Cross Training

"ASI Board of Directors Meeting"
board room
12noon - 2p.m.

The Nest of the Wise
Noon - 1pm & 6pm - 7pm
Sponsored by:
Student Union Adult Re-Entry
Center (In old copy center)

"Understanding & Applying
Christian Methods"
Student Union university room
12;05p.m. - 12:45p.m.
sponsored by:
Cross Training

"Interviewing Fashion Shows"
event center C
3p.m. - 5p.m
sponsored by:
Career Development

"Student Loans Workshop"
event center C
2p.m. - 3p.m.
sponsored by:
Student Accounts

HOgi

15-22

"Lubos Filipino Club" Board
Meeting
Student Union board room
6p.m. - 9p.m.

ASI "Movie Night"
event centers b & C
7:30p.m. - lOp.m.
sponsored by:
ASI

yOgi

1st TIMERS

Try our delicdous turk^iam and veggie

Activities Board Meeting
Student Union board room
2p.m. - 4p.m.
sponsored bby:
-ASI

andwiches for only .99 c&nU, small yougurt $1.39

mi

our fredi fruit smoothieg for just J2.49
Nvt T*ibi irttlt uvaitfaar fllAr. Xbnit vBk ttam par
"
—
eolr st4504 Datvwitty PlE»r

Student Union Gorner
TICKET$ AVAILABLE ATTHE
STUDENT UNION
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE
ASI BOX OFFICES. THE
COYOTE BOOKSTORE

$4 STUDENTS
$5 STAFF / FACULTY

APRIL 2 5 , 2 00 2
11:30 A.M.-1:30 P.M.
LIBRARY LAWN

The Coyote
Chronicle
wants to
hear from
YOU
Give us your
feedback.:
Call us at
(909) 8805289,
E-mail us at
dxl]tm@csui)j0du
or drop us a
line at UH-037

Prepared Courtesy of
Student Union Graptiic Arts
To pl®:e an event in the Calendar,
please bring information to
Student Unbn Graphics,
room 5U112, callx3942,
ore-mailto:
sugraphicslihotmail.com

Newman Catholic Ministry
Meeting
fireplace lounge
6:30p.m. - 9:15p.m.

monday, 22
"Study Skills for Academic
Success"
Student Union board room
l2ncon - 1p.m.
sponsored by.
Adult Re-Entry Center

^Studies in the Bible"
board room
5p.m. - 6p.m.
sponsored by:
Studies in the Bible

Metro City CC leadership Class
event center C
6:30p.m. - 9;30p.m.

Monday • Saturday: 6:00 AM to 7:00 PM.
Sunday: 6:00 AM to 2:00 P\f

oyoie Chro)

'Yo-uLflnx't'STXxoo'tlxlee

VLL
JNIVERSIT

International Symposium
Delegates
reception: event center A
2p.m. - 4p.m.
sponsored by:
Student Union

Metro City Church
Student Union
event centers B fit C
8a.m. - 9a.m.

Expansion & Renovation
Committee
university room
10a.m. -12noon
sponsored by:
Student Union

ASI "Movie Night"
event centers B fit C
6p.m. - lOp.m.
sponsored by:
ASI

friday, 19

Sunday, 21

thursday, 18

S.O.U.L. MEETING
university room
4p.m. - 5:30p.m.
sponsored by:
Sisters of Unity & Love

2

2

10

FAMOUS
1331 Kendall Drive, Suite #7
San Bernardino, California

(909) SB?

THE HAIR REFUGE'
SpectkJizifif in ad
HAIK

of

Kendafl Dr. #1 San Bemardiso. CA 92407

CHRONICLE CLASSIFIEDS

(CRASS AREA)

^SUBUJRV
FREE
6-inch Sub

•uy ona 6" Sub ft a LaiB* Drink and Oat a
Sacwid 8' Sub of Equal or Lessor Value Free

O Caupe*
pweuMomir. Net vOM with any
'valU tMe leeeUen enty:
m

Oftei

Bl

Mhareffar.
Bxeludes freslivalM neele.

Subway SandwIelMa
41S4 N. Slarra Way
S
San Baraartf na CA 82407|
(M9) 886-3343
1

I

Programming /CS graduates
for established, growing aero
space engineering firm. Will
assist engeneers in developing
software to solve complex
problems. Req: BS, C-n-, US
Cit. Experience with parallel
code and HPSC helpful.
Advatech Pacific, Inc.,
Redlands. Fx: 909-307-9368

SUMMER OF YOUR LIFE - Camp Wayne, NE
PA. Counselor Specialists for all LandAVater
Sports: Tennnis; Golf;Outdoor Adventure - Climb
ing/Ropes, Camping, Mtn. Biking; Boating/ Sail
ing/ Waterskiing; Roller Hockey; Rocketry; Arts
& Crafts, Theatre; Radio; Video; and more! RNS
FOR HEALTH CENTER. April Campus Inter
views.

The Susan G. Komen
Breast Cancer Founda
tion has granted your
Student Health Center an
award to offer FREE

Hot new entertainment company seeks female and male dancers.
Earn a lot of extra money $$$. Call 909-683-6109.

CHRYSLER PT CRUISERS!

NEW 2002

^3l990
WSRI».SMAVIiR DISC

S16..76i
-&2775

NET COST $13.

1 at this
price.
^

i

(VIN308,635)

NEW 2002

^2.990
MSRP
^.515,815
SMAvtR DISC
-silas

1 at this

ilTtili -pfice.

{VIH 719373)
NEW 2002

CHRYSLER

1 at this
price.
j(VIN 552604)

NEW 2002

Auto, Air,
AMfFIVt Cass. & more!
7 Pass,

CHRYSLER SEBRING LX

^9990*
MSRP

$HAVtR &1SC

S18.W30
-S1010

SALE PRICE.,.S15.490

MfG RCBATI
WtT COST. .^513.990

NEW 2002

1 at this
Auto, Air,
prlce.
(VIN164722) AmiFM Cass. & More!

JEEP LIBERTY 4X4

^9990*
SHAVfLR 0ISC..-..-S3260
RTI COST
519,990

1 at this
price.
TIN 211172]

Auto, Air, P!S,
Alloys, PIW, Loaded!

SHAVER
A U T O

C E N T E R

-t; « i" I
'
;i_: i t t ' i • ! . • I ' ' »
' fi/'C -Ii '•
CIIKYSLEK
.

^ -- Y"-. .» - -f-n

www.shavG rautoceriter-com

7 Year-100.000* Mile Powertrain Protection

"7 yoaf of l OO.COO m Ip pov,>crlraiii Pion nn all iie-.v 2001
and 2002 vchiclwp.,
dealei Tor a copy of this limilad wanantv,
NcooansfufaUlc, ci decJ.ict^dla applies.

Over S1 MILLION INVENTORY OF GOOD, CLEAN USED VEHICLES!

San Bernardino
).9911 or 1.888.245.2778 fo^uFE!

oil change
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Letter to the editor

Temporary gym a bust for this athlete

Curious Coyote
"

"Terrorist": A matter of definition?

Jesse Henderson
As suggested in a recent Chronicle edition, I checked out the new
temporary gym that the additional campus fees paid for. I was
extremely unimpressed. Comparing it to the arena's fitness center,
which I thoroughly,enjoyed using, I don't think its nearly as good.
Yes, the arena's area is a much smaller space, but it has much more
equipment, and better quality equipment for that matter.
Walking into the new gym last night, I was not greeted with the 3
TV's or a Muzak Music system as promoted. I understand it was
the opening night, but the lack of the advertised benefits does not
make a very favorably impression. This "new and better" gym has
one upright exercise bike, compared to the four in the arena, and an
unnecessary six stairmasters instead of four. To top if off, the weight
machines display level numbers rather than actual weight amounts,
so I have no idea how much weight I'm lifting and progressing to,
like I had become accustomed to in the old fitness center.
Through all of this advertising of the temporary gym, it was never
stated that the fitness center would be open only to classes once the
new gym opened; I found that out after walking across campus and
reading a sign posted on the arena's basement doors.
Needless to say, I was very dissatisfied with the new gym that is
supposed to be a "good way to support the student body." This is
why I voted no for these new improvements, especially since the
permanent improvements will be completed after I have already
graduated. Apparently the majority of 500 voters wanted yes, though
500 votes do not seem to be a very persuading number out of a
student body of over
10,000. The new gym
wants my comments, so to
that I say thanks, but no
thanks. I'll be signing up
at 24-hour Fitness from
now on.
Belinda Brickner
15 March 2002

'* if*
» t '".i
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Staff Writer
The idea of a War on Terrorism
with a global scope has
governments, the media, academia,
and just about anybody else with
an opinion talking. Amidst the post
Sept. 11 political climate, the very
definition and clarification of
words such as, 'terrorist', 'freedom
fighter', and in the case of Bill
Maher,
'Cowardly',
is
controversial.
Two weeks after the Sept 1T
attacks Reuters, a global news =
organization, issued a statement '
that rhaintains their long-standing
policy against using emotive words
in their reporting. Reuters reports
who the individual was, what they
did, and their background;^ without
using emotive labeling, such as
'terrorist' and 'freedom fighter'.
Reuters asserts that "as a global
news organization, the world relies
on our journalists to provide
accurate accounts of events^al tl^ ^
. occur, wherever they occur, so that
individuals, organizations and
governments can make their own
decisions based on the facts."
. '-Words often have a connotative
effect. Some words, more so than
others, have a very powerful impact
for audiences and influence, either
consciously or subconsciously, the
way that we view different groups
of people. 'Terrorist'and'freedom
fighter' are two such examples."
explained Stacey
Sowards,
Professor of Communication
Studies at CSUSB.
Using 'terrorist' of "freedom
fighter" to label people br actions
can glorify or demonize a person.
What is the point that is trying to
made? Are you provoking emotion
when using these words? Yes. In
the context of the Palestinian/
Israeli situation, when both sides
take the lives of the innocent where
can a person place the blame, let
alone label who's a 'terrorist' and
who's a'freedom fighter'. It's war.
Todd S. Purdim in a story for the

we throw all kinds or:;--'v\'

'^obstacles]
tuition

at 7ouS;,;

i s n ' t dn,e, o f

them.

A Different Kind of
ism^
Jazi, B]a5SfSMn^-UYt-flD<0wr
Thij Coupon fioodfor

ARMY ROTC

'"'Unlike any; other cpU^eg^ course you .ca^'take.\

Off
Pood & Drinto
3204 Mission Inn Avenue

U

ftfKTtf vine strm le Bie d iJAn >Kifir hit 45tt

909-222-2263

New York Times last week points lexicon." I would agree.
out this when he asks "So what
Anybody can be a 'terrorist^ It
about Israeli reprisals that kill is when you target civilians and
innocent Palestinian civilians?" He non-combative, non-military
continues by pointing out that U.S. locations that we assume that you
officials often focus on individuals are a 'terrorist'. However, you
and organizations, with the could wind up with more than a
exception of Iraq, when choosing heated argument for voicing your
to define who is and is not a opinions in our post Sept. 11th
'terrorist'. Israel is a democracy and political mine field. Take for
under international law and, instance. Bill Maher, host of ABC's
Palestinians do not have a state, so Politically Incorrect, who jumped
American
officials
label into a tub of hot water when he said
Palestinians as 'terrorists'.
in a discussion with guests about
'Tgenerally think that labeling is the WTC attacks on Sept. 17, "we
not very effective. I do agree that
have been the cowards lobbing
nations can engage in terrorist like cruise missiles from 2,000 miles
behaviors (including our own away. That's cowardly. Staying in
natbn). Ultimately, nations who act the airplane when it hits the
to defend themseWes against a
building, say what you want about
group of people is often a sign that it, tt's.pQtcQwai^y.'' Con^uently,
something is very wrong."
Se^^^is^iExpidled advertising
continued Sowards.-from the sh^'^and many ABC
Normon Sol^m^, syndicated affiliates dropped the show
columnist and executive director of altogetbtff.
the Institute for Public Accuracy,
In article in the Washington Post
wrote in a commentary last October last week William Raspberry
"Eyenhanded use of the 'tmorist'
poijited out Maher's faux paz on
'lalel ^ Ivoulll^^di'l^h ^ll^e
' ^ABC and was even a little skeptical
affixing it directly on the U.S. in voicing his own view. He thought
government". If journalists can't Maher's intention was not to glorify
own up to that fact, Solomon
asserts, "then perhaps the word
should be retired from the media

~Terrorist continued
on page 13
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--People continued
from page 1
budget in crisis, we must invest our
limited
resources
in
the
classrooms."
Many problems have been
voiced concerning the PeopleSoft
software. Between April 2, 2001
and today, $5 million has been
spent by CSUSB alone in one year
of running the software. A senator
has asked the California Senate's
Budget Committee to block further
implementation of the software.
This seems unlikely to occur.
Beyond stating they had
exoerienced a learning curve with
PeopleSoft and delays that had
occurred in account conversions to
Its tiling system, CSUSB
administrative personnel responded
reticently to inquiries about other
PeopleSoft-related issues.
"We think that given thestate's
budget problems, PeopleSoft needs
to be looked at very closely," said
CFA Chapter President Tom
Meisenhelder. "We want to know
how much it has cost and where did
the money come from. And we
would also like to know why the
Chancellor pushed [Peoplesoft] on
all the campuses. "
Moreover Senator Alarcon
requested that the audit look into
any conflict of interest between
PeopleSoft contract and the CSU
management. He was concerned
over any improprieties concerning
this
contract . -and
CSU
management.

13
JLAC will be directing the
State Auditor to examine CMS.
The goals of the audit include the
strategic mission, standard
practices, the bidding process,
utilization of consultants, cost of
ovoTuns and whether the CSU's
needs are being met by the
PeopleSoft contractor.
The Audit will most likely
begin next month. The State
Auditor has already begun
preparing to conduct two audits in
May and three in June. The Audit
will cost an estimated $185,500 and
would require 2,650 man-hours of
work. This Audit- is considered to
be medium to large in scope. There
has been no opposition to the
request. CSUspokespeopleatthis
time remain neutral.

-MUN continued
from page 1

once stood, but the surrounding
buildings are in complete disarray.
I was also personally impressed by
the international sentiment outside
the World Trade Center viewing
area. We often think of that day in
terms of US citizens, but many of
those who died came from other
countries. Those monuments were
not only an eloquent tribute to the
people, but they were a powerful
tribute to the scope of the problem
as well," continued Bigelman.
While the current problems in
the Middle Bast had no affect on
the issues presented during the
deliberations, they did have an
affect on the personal choices of the
Muslim students.
"Muslim students called for
prayer on the day Israel invaded and
attacked Arafat's compound. These
delegates left their committees,
thereby impacting the level of work
that could be accomplished,"

opportunity to compete in the
historic building, but
to also sightsee at
such places as the
Empire
State
Building, New York
art museums and the
Twin Towers viewing
platform.
"You don't get a
feel for the real
destruction
{at
Ground Zero} until
you are standing on
the podium and not
only is there a big
whole where the
Logo of the United Nations in New York City
World Trade Center

confessed Dino Bozonelos, a
returning member.
"Our students, unlike many of
the delegations present at the
conference, are not only aware of
the support they receive from the
university but seem to continually
express it in terms of their past and
this, their most recent success.
Their dedication and pride in their
university is inextricably tied to
what the university represents to
them in terms of support. Kudos
must go to President Karnig and
Prbvost Fernandez in their strong
support of the program. Dean John
Conley, of course, is the linch pin
in terms of college support in that
he visits tbe'teaht during the
competitioh.and, on occasion, for
dinner afterwards," shared MUN
advisor Dr. Ralph Salmi.
Overall, most members
expressed that they are grateful for
the experience and would carry it
with them for the rest of
their lives.

Terrorist cont
from page 12

the hijackers but to point out that
he didn't agree with calling them
cowards. In his perception the
labeling of Palestinian suicide
bombers as terrorist misses the
point. The fact is these people are
acting out of "utter desperation."
'The Palestinian situation or
the so-called terrorist attacks on the
World Trade Center and the
Pentagon are perhaps a sign of great
dissatisfaction by different groups
of people with how the world
operates. Although I do not endorse
this kind of violent response to such
great dissatisfaction, I believe that
we need to reflect on what causes
people to take such desperate
measures", concluded Sowards.
This is an issue that the media
should explore. Why is it that these
people are doing these acts? Is there
any possible way a global War on
Terrorism will ever rid the world
of terror? If we fail to address
questions such as these we are
doomed tp fight the war that wiB,;
never be~woif.There is a diversity '
of opinions, but that doesn't mean
we can't negotiate.
ilNICS
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TUESDAY & THURSDAY
Are

Penske Tnick Leasing Compay has a imediate opening for eneigetic iD&iiiiials irfio msh to
fflter the excitiiigfieldoftrack rental ad leasfflg
Ihis excitiiig entry level career opportunity at ourFontaualocatioBCoiisists of extensivecustomer
contact, ad various other administrative duties, Excellent communications ski ad profesaonal
appearance required. Prior customer serviceexperiace also required. Promotional opportunities

We offer a competitive salary ad benefits that include medical,dental, conpay paid retirement,
profit sharing, k 401K, For immrfiate consideration, please FAX / sad your resume, orapply in
persona

I Now offering Delivery to CSUSB J

PENSKEraCKLEASING
M228SloverAve.
Fontana,CA 92337
JefEhurd@penske.com

After 6:00 p.m. • Dine in only
Now offering Delivery to CSUSB Serrano Village '

Limit one Pizza per LB. • Specialty Pizzas Excluaed
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Players look to bring closure to season at CCAA
By John D. Halcon

Jennifer

Sports Editor
The women's tennis team has
reached its final destination.
Seven players began the sea
son on the team, and seven still re
mains for the conclusion of the
2001-02 tennis season.
Those seven players are the
foundation that brought a smile to
head coach Thomas Starzyk face.
"I'm very pleased with this
team," said Starzyk who went 311 last season. "I really believe
we've rounded the comer, which is
very positive for me and the entire
program."
However, there's still one task
remaining to be completed — the
California Collegiate Conference
Tournament which is to be held
from Thursday, April 18 till April
21.
The CCAA tournament will be
the final match of the year for the
Coyotes, who didn't qualify for the
Ojai Collegiate Tournament on
April 25-27.
For a pair of players, it will
mean departing a three-year rela
tionship from the court.
'This is my last time playing
together with [Coral Conley]," said
junior Cassie Sumrom, who played
with Conley at Riverside Commu
nity College for two years. "Our
chemistry will finally be gone."
Although Conley will be
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graduating in June with her degree
in Human Communications, she
will never forget the memories she
built with the team and quite
specificily, Sumrow.
"I'm excited that it's our last
toumey, in fact, I don't know what
to think of," said Conley. "It was
fun being on the team, and it was
definetly a good way to make some
memories."
Sumrow leads the squad with
an overall 8-6 mark, but follow
ing her are No. 1 and No. 2 singles
player Jennifer Newman and

Heather Lehman.
Newman is 6-8 overall with an
impressive 5-2 non-conference
mark. The freshman will make her
CCAA tournament debut at
Scotsdale, Arizona, with various
relatives in attendance.
However, Newman admits that
playing in front of her family is a
difficult task.
"When they come, I don't play
well," said Newman. "But hope
fully, I can change that and win
some matches for them."
M-eanwhile, Lehman is fo

cused on finishing the season on a
high note. The sophomore holds a
6-8 overall record, but she also
posted a strong non-coference
record (5-2).
"I'm real excited about this
tournament," said Lehman. 'This
is something we've worked hard all
year, and now it's time to show all
our hard work."
"I will definetly play to my
best," she added.
The Coyotes also broke a
drought, ending its streak of losing
seasons. The last time the Coyotes

posted a winning record was in
1988 when the Votes went 11-9 in
Division III competition.
According to junior Lisa
Duncan, the No.5 singles player,
it's all about having fun.
"Tournaments are just fun for
us," said Duncan, 7-9 overall. "I
know there's going to be a lot of
good players out there at the tour
nament, but it'll still be fun."
The foundation of the Coyote
tennis team is certainly progressing,
which is something coach Starzycfc-^
had hoped for all along.

Special Update: Recreational sport
optlsmitic about future of faoliity.
By Andre' Mckinney

Special to the Chronicle
The department of Recreational Sports
is looking to a new direction to pull in more
participants for their activities.
In the fall of 2(X)5, the Recreational
Department will open their long awaited
sports facility complex to students, faculty
and alumni.
Coordinator Rick Cfaig, and assistant
coordinator Raul Hernandez believe this step
will help Cal State San Bernardino in the
process of becoming one of the major
schools in the CSU system.
Intramural sports was the key focus in
the past, but now the main focus of the de
partment is the new facility.
The two-floor facility will contain a
weight room that is about three times the
size of the current building, and another in
door basketball gym that has rounded cor
ners so it can be also used for indoor hockey,
indoor volleyball, and tennis.
On the second floor there will be an
aerobics room and an indoor running track.
It will be located next to the Coussoulis
Arena.
How did this come about you ask?
Last year students voted to pass a pro
posal to begin construction on the facility at
an estimated cost of about $14 extra per stu
dent each quarter.
Students that attend Cal State San Ber
nardino now, but will have graduated by
2005 will get to use the new facilities for
two consecutive quarters for every quarter
they attend school until the new complex is
built.
For example, if I graduate in the spring
of 2003 then I will be able to use the new

complex free of charge for eight consecu
tive quarters after its opening in 2005.
Current students and future students
aren't the only benefiting from the new
complex.
For a membership fee offered on a
monthly, quarterly or annual basis alumni
and faculty will be given the opportunity to
use the facility.
The benefits of having a new facility
are that it will create more interest for in
coming freshman, and give the students
more to do because the new operation hours
will be from 6 a.m. to 12 p.m.
It will eliminate a waiting list to use
the facilities and more programs can be of
fered since "the students" will operate it.
In combination with the new apart
ments that af^being built in Serrano Village,^aL5tate San Bernardino are bound
to take the pseudonym "commuter school"
out of the collective consciousness of the
campus.
Calling it "the jewel of Rec. Sports.,"
Craig believes that Cal State will have an
ideal setting for this new complex.
Even though it will push intramural
sports to the rear, in the long run they, too,
will benefit from the new facility.
Sparking more interest from students,
and especially from women, which accord
ing to Hernandez comprise 65 percent of
the campus population. (Still only 10 per
cent of female participate in intramural
sports.)
Who would have thought that some
thing like a new facility could be so impor
tant to the welfare of the students, or that a
little department like Rec. Sports could have
such a profound affect on the campus struc
ture.
- 1
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PART-TIME AND FULL-TIME
POSITIONS AVAILABLE

Probation Corrections Officer trainee
(Education Required for PCO trainee: Any Associate or Bachelor Degree
or 60 Semester units which include 9 units of Behavioral Science)

Probation Officer I & ii
(Education Required for POI & 11: Any Bachelor degree
Or a total of 30 semester units in a Behavioral Science
of which half must be upper division from a 4 year college)

Have a packet with appilcatlons mailed!
Contact the Recruiter

909/387-6173
recruiter§prob.sbcounty.gov
download application:

www.sbcounty.gov/probation
or walk in:

San Bernardino County Human Resources
157 West Fifth Street (1" floor)
San Bernardino, OA 92415-0440
909/387-8304

ext 8
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Stiff competition sparks men's golf squad
J.R. Reyes and crew hungry for a berth in Regional Tournament in Arizona
Playing the short game

By John D. Halcon

Sports Editor
During an interview with
Rodolfo "J.R." Reyes about the
condition of his Cal State San Ber
nardino golf posse, Reyes could not
help but remain silent to one ques
tion.
Reyes, a sophomore from Mid
land College, Texas, drew a blank
expression, and even stuttered for
a moment when replying to the
question who is the best player on
his men's golf team.
Statistically speaking, Reyes is
the top man through seven tourna
ment appearances. He leads his
squad with an average stroke of
75.2, and also holds the highest in
dividual tournament finish, placing
fifth at the Point Loma Nazarene
Invitational in San Diego last Feb
ruary 12.
Yet, Reyes prefers to include
his team when mentioning about
his recent accomplishments.
"Everyone is not too far from
each other," said Reyes, who is
from San Diego. "I mean if you
look at Lonnie [Charleson], David
[Backusl and Frank [Firman],
we're all about hitting the same
stroke."
Actually, Reyes is three tenths
of a stroke better than Charleson, a

Photo by Robert Whitehead
A PAIR OF ACES — Senior Harry Grounds (left) talks with freshman
Brandon Abbott (right) during a golf tournament.

Photo by Robert Whitehead
FOLLOW THE BALL— Frank Firman (front) watche^a putt as J.R. Reyes
looks from behind. The Coyotes will be preparing for the California Collegiate
Tournament come April 22 -23 with expectations of progressing to the Regional
tournament.

returning senior who averaged 78
last year, and Reyes is also five
tenths better than Firman and
Backus, who both are shooting an
early 76.7 stroke per round.
Still it's the team chemistry
and unity that seems to ignite Reyes
when talking about his team's
strengths.
"I think we're a better team
than a year ago, even though this is

nia is No.2 Cal State Bakersfield
who sits behind Florida Southern.
Then No.4 U.C. Davis, No.7 Cal
State Stanislaus and No.22 Chico
State follow as the only area col
leges to crack national spotlight.
Not too far behind the list are
the Coyotes, who are approxi
mately in the top 40 teams of D-II
nation.
It's an impressive and notable

my first year with the team," said
Reyes. "We have a good chance of
making Regionals, which would be
great considering the team didn't
qualify last year."
According to the Golf Coaches
Association of America (GCAA)
poll released on April 4, four of
the top twenty five teams in Divi
sion n hail from California.
Leading the way for Califor

statistic - one which Reyes and the
rest of his crew could probably im
prove on in the final stretch of the
season.
"We need to improve on our
finish," added Reyes. "It's like we
start out real good, but we just can't
find a way to finish. In a way, we're
not a second half team, but that's
definitely something we can im
prove on."

Coach ejected early;Yotes lose in extra frames
By Kermit R. Boyd

Assistant Sports Editor
Cal State San Bernardino base
ball head coach Don Parnell was
kicked out of Friday nights nail
biter against CCAA rival Sonoma
State University.
CSUSB put up a fight with
their coach who was sent to the
locker room early and Sonoma
State mustard a speck of momen
tum in the top of the 10"' in Friday's
night contest to leave Arrowhead
Credit Union Park with a victory.
Home plate umpire David
Diaz ejected Coach Parnell in the
top of third inning when he disputed
a call that Cossacks' center fielder
Keian Davis claimed to be hit by a
pitch.
Diaz said no, but Sonoma State
Coach John Goelz came out to ar
gue the call, and Diaz then had a
conference with field umpire Rick
DuVall who said Davis was hit.
From there, Parnell went to con
front both umpires and was then
tossed out the game.
This left two Cosssacks on
base with no one out and Sonoma
State went on to score three times
off Coyotes ace Tony Evans in the
third inning.
Cossacks Gil Barry doubled,
'Yotes Evans hit and walked a bat
ter, and threw a wild pitch. Also, a
fielder's choice and sacrifice fly by
the Jacks fashioned the three runs
scored in the third.
The 'Yotes rallied backed in
the forth on Mark Ayala Jr.'s mon
ster blast to center field off Jacks

starter Ian Keene. CSUSB crawled
even in the fourth on two walks and
an RBI single by Rene Leon, send
ing home, Keith Haughn. In the
same sequence. Matt Swaydan
scored on a wild thrown to first base
by Cossacks third baseman Bran
don Burgess.
CSUSB left the sixth inning
with a 4-3 advantage on Ayala's
double off reliever Bo Jackson to
bring home Brian Schweiger, who
started the sixth with a single. How
ever, Sonoma State was able to tie
the game in the ninth inning, and
take the game to extra innings.
Freshman Darren Sack, the
Jacks fourth reliever of the game,
gave up two Coyotes' singles in the
bottom of the tenth but fanned two
batters, and made senior Adam
Rabusin hit into a fielder's choice
Cossacks' Tom Everidge
singled home Darrel Jacks with two
out in the top of the 10"' inning to
give the Jacks a 5-4 win over the
Yotes.
Hector Torres (2-3) received
the loss in relief of Coyotes' starter
Tony Evans. Evans entered the
game with an ERA of 1.45 and
threw nine innings, allowed four
runs on five hits and struck out
seven while walking four.
Cossacks' Sack was tallied
with the win and improved to 5-1
on the season, however the Coyotes
were still able to outhit the Cos
sacks 10-7 in the loss.
Saturday was a different story;
the Coyotes came out in front of
105 fans, and in 90-degree weather
to sweep Sonoma State, 7-1 and 8-

Fumes erupt in battle of CCAA foes

Keirnit R. Boyd/Chronicle
COME ON, BLUE — Cal State San Bernardino head coach Don Parnell aruges with the home plate umpire during
the Coyotes 5-4 lose on Friday, April 12 at Arrowhead Credit Union Park. Parnell was ejected early in the contest as
Sonoma pulled out an overtime victory.

1. CSUSB now improve to 16-14
in the CCAA and 22-20 overall
while SSU fell to 13-14 in CCAA
play and 34-18 overall.
The 'Yotes were led by juniors,
Twad Frensley and Matt Rohr who
both pitched a complete game and
permitting three hits. CSUSB of
fense generated 15 runs and 25 hits
in the doubleheader.
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Coach Jeff Oliver willing to accept chaiienge
By Tiffany S. Rolland

Sports Writer
Cal State San Bernardino
men's basketball has made some
changes.
Jeff Oliver is now the new
head coach of the standing 28-2
NCAA Division II West Regional
No.l team.
When asked if he would be
making any changes to the way the
game has been played, Oliver said,
" If it's not broke, don't fix it."
Oliver is not planning on
making any changes to the way the

game was played under preceding
head coach Larry Reynolds, who
departed for D-I Long Beach State.
It was time for Coach
Reynolds to step out and time for
Coach Oliver to step up.
With feelings of mixed emo
tions he is excited, anxious, and at
the same time nervous to have the
opportunity to foresee such a great
team.
Oliver is ready to bounce into
what his new position requires of
him.
"I was ready for it," said
Oliver. "I was anxious to continue

the process. There are a handful of
prospective new players that we
have been looking at throughout
the year."
He is already talking about re
cruiting new players due to nine of
his seniors graduating this year.
Reynolds tactics and style of
coaching in collaboration with
Coach Oliver's knowledge and
skill of the game will once again
bring in a great record season for
the men's basketball team. The
leagues ultimate goal is to once
again reserve their seat in the West
ern Regional playoffs.

Tiffany S. RoUand/Chronicle
MAKING HIS PRESENCE FELT — Head coach Jeff Oliver (left) will no
longer have senior Mike Edwards (right) as a point guard, but Oliver will get
his one-year interim position to prove he can continue the basketball success.

Making his final year count
By John D. Halcon
By CSUSB Wire Report

Sports Editor
It may have taken three years
for the entire Division II baseball
nation to notice him, but Cal State
San Bernardino's Tony Evans Jr. is
a pitcher to be reckoned amoiigst
the best.
A hard-throwing righty with a
five-pitch toolbox, Evans has be
come what most professional
scouts admire.
'T was offered a contract to
play in Italy," said Evans referring
to the future of his baseball career.
"But I'm really into making a ca
reer out of baseball and playing
here [United States]."
John D. Halcon/Chronicle
The 6-foot-3 pitching guru
ranks amongst the top 15 players THE BIG UNIT — Tony Evans Jr. is on his way to ending his two-year
in D-II for allowing the lowest pitching career on a high note. He has already garnered a 3-1 mark with eight
contests remaining.
earned runs per innings.
His earned run average (ERA)
Scouting Report on Evans
sits at 1.43 in 11 appearances and
Pitches — Fastball (92mph),
62 innings. Evans has allowed 10
change-up, curve, slider and
earned runs of the 16 total runs that
has crossed the plate while he is on
splitter (80mph).
the mound.
Strikeouts — 46
Quite more impressive is the
. .
Walks —15
senior's ability to lead a pitching
Record — 3-1
staff that saw the losses of Brett
Rudrude (9-4) and All-CCAA Joel
Forres, who both graduated last Don Paniell. They^botlfliave helped Rhor (3-5, 4.67 ERA) and Tawd
me with my mechanics and mental Frensley (3-3, 3.88).
year.
Last year Evans was mostly'
'The last two seasons, I've re aspects of the game."
Those improvements are quite reserved to the No. 3 starter, and
defined myself as a pitcher," said
Evans who holds three complete evident on the diamond as Evans concluded his junior year with 27
games this year. "Playing at is begining to raise many attention strikeouts and 18 walks in 38 in
Fiscalini Field, I had to be careful from major league affiliated scouts nings of work.
He has already doubled his
of what I threw, but with a great with his ability to keep opponents'
strikeouts
and innings pitched, yet
bats
silent.
defense and a talented catcher to
the
right-hander
still manages to
In
addition,
the
junior
college
work with, I can just go out and
keep
his
hitters
off-balance
allow
transfer
from
Oxnard,
possesses
an
throw a lot of strikes this year."
ing
a
.187
batting
average
against
impeccable
attitude
that
promotes
According to Evans, it was a
his opponents.
combination of playing in a new his personal competitive spirits.
"The main thing about playing
"When I get on the mound,"
ballpark (Arrowhead Credit Union
Park), and his mental aspect of the he said. "I want to make sure that I baseball is realizing that you only
game that has brought the most suc have fun just in case my career hap have control of the pitch until it
leaves your hand," said Evans. "But
pens to end."
cess.
after
it leaves your hand, you have
"But I take baseball seriously,"
"I've learned that baseball is
no
control
over anything."
all mental," added Evans. "The rea he added. "I'm really hoping to go
With
his
senior year almost
son why I matured so much men forward with this career."
coming
to
a
close,
Evans has only
Evans
complements
a
starting
tally is because of my pitching
ori^
goal
in
mind
"regionals."
rotation
that
includes
juniors
Matt
coach Kurt Stange and head coach

Press-Enterpri

Senior third baseman Melissa
Clemann was named theCalifornia
Collegiate Alhletic Associa
tion Softball "player of the week"
for her performance in^Cal S^te,
San Bernardino's run to the
"Bronze Division" title at the Cal
State, Stanislaus Tournament of
Champions.
Clemann batted .421 (8 for 19)
with a double, two triples, an RBI
and three sacrifices. She also scored
three runs as the Coyotes went 5-2
in the tournament to win its divi
sion.
In the field, Clemann handled
35 chances at the hot comer, com
mitting only one error with 27 as
sists and eight putouts. In the semi
finals win over Central Washing
ton, she was 3-for-3 with an RBI.
For the season, she is batting
.298 in 48 games with nine doubles,
five home runs and 18 RBI. She
leads the team in assists with 144.
Clemann has improved at the
plate this season after spending all
of 2001 at catcher. She batted only

Photo by Robert Whitehead
SLUGGER — Melissa Clemann
provides plenty of offense and
defense for the Coyotes Softball
squad.

.216 in 56 games in 2001 with three
homers and eight RBI, but was
among the CCAA leaders in stolen
bases with 17. She has five stolen
bases this season.
She played softball and basket
ball at Victor Valley College, earn
ing first-team all-Foothill Confer
ence honors in softball. Clemann
was a three-sport athlete at Apple
Valley HS, graduating in 1997.

Softball splits contest
By CSUSB Sports Staff
Cal State San Bernardino lost
the opening round 1-0, but defeated
host Cal State Stanislaus in the
nightcap 2-1 on Friday, April 12.
Mikki Goldwater collected her
10th victory of the season after toss
ing a complete game in the second
match of the doubleheader.
The Coyotes improved to 148 in conference play and boosted
its overall record to 27-21-2 over
all.
Tracie Schioppi (2-for-3) and
Melissa Clemann (2-for-2 with a
double) both carried big bats for the
Coyotes, who scored runs in the
second and third innings for the vic
tory.

The Warriore snapped the Coy
otes three-game winning streak in
the first contest after Jamie Harkins
fired a five-hit shutout.
The victory for Harkins (5-7
overall) came against sophomore
ace Dawn Onishi (11-7).
Onishi also pitched a stellar
game after giving up the deciding
run in the first inning of the contest
to Maile Laban's RBI single.
Clemann concluded another
great day at the plate going 3-for-3
with a double to lead the Coyotes,
who managed only six hits off
Harkins.
The split allowed the Coyotes
to hold its battle for second place
in the CCAA conference while UC
Davis leads the standings.

